Insight, cognitive dysfunction and symptomatology in schizophrenia.
Lack of insight is frequent in schizophrenia and usually influences negatively both patient's treatment and prognosis. This study aimed to investigate the relationship between insight, symptomatology and cognitive dysfunctions in schizophrenia using the PANSS five-factor model (modified from Gaag et al. in Schizophr Res 85:280-287, 2006). Forty patients diagnosed with chronic schizophrenia (DSM-IV) were evaluated with the scale to assess unawareness of mental disorder (SUMD), the PANSS and a neuropsychological battery. Spearman correlation and linear regression analyses were performed to investigate the relationship between clinical, neurocognitive and insight measures. The SUMD current and past awareness of symptoms score showed a correlation with WCST indices (correct answers and non-persevering errors). The negative and disorganization factor of the PANSS showed a positive correlation with current and past awareness of symptoms. However, when submitted to a linear regression model only the disorganization factor emerged as significant contributor for insight. Considering that the core items of the "disorganization factor" of the PANSS are related to cognition (e.g., poor attention, difficult in abstract thinking), insight is associated cognitive symptoms although no direct relationship between insight and neuropsychological tests was observed.